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NUCLEAR FUSION IN A SOLID VIA A BOSE BLOCH CONDENSATE
Introduction
This paper discusses a concept of solid state fusion based
on the formation of a D3 boson Bloch condensate (BBC)1 within a
palladium deuteride host lattice. Evidence for such solid state
fusion has been presented by Fleischmann and Pons2 , who have
described episodic generation of anomalous heat in Pd cathodes
following extended overvoltage electrolysis of LiOD solutions.
Other evidence for solid state nuclear interactions in PdDJ
includes the observations of surface hydrogen isotopic anomalies
in Pd cathodes subsequent to such electrolysis"4 and the possible
observation of a small number of 20+ Mev energy release events in
a Si charged-particle detector adjacent to a Pd electrode charged
with D+ ions by ion implantation.
The bosonic Bloch condensate
The D+ BBC is a collective bosonic condensate derived from
weakly bound D+ ions which are well-screened but constrained to
electrostatic
an approximately periodic arrangement through
interaction with a host lattice. The resulting Bloch symmetry
permits the condensate to exist at low boson concentration c =
NdNL, where NB is the number of condensate bosons and NL is the
The
unit cells in the host crystal.
collective, cooperative entity which contributes
It undergoes integer
cell.
charge per unit
fluctuations at individual sites, expressed by Wannier
number

of

BBC is a
fractional
occupation
functions.

Palladium hydride and conditions favoring D+ BBC formation
The PdHX and PdDx systems have been studied extensivelyr.
PdD1 differs from PdH, by having a lower equilibrium pressure at

any given x.

are

Both materials

temperaturewith PdD
1 having a higher

superconducting
transition

at

low

temperature.

This higher transition temperature, and the higher diffusivity of
to H in Pd are contrary to expectations based on
D as opposed
Absorption of D into PdD, expands the lattice
increased mass.
and causes local strain when x is small. This strain energy is
Manuscnpr approved Januar' 22. 2990.

I

a component of the chemical potential,

As x-l,

low x, becoming very negative as x-l.

local strain

which is very positive at
D additions

remove

due to isolated vacancies. This x-behavior of the

chemical potential suggests that values of x very near x=l should
be favorable
I

Very near x=l,

of a D BBC.

for formation

the

limited availability of vacanciesdictates that someunit cells
will contain more that 1 D` ion.

of a I+BBC,
Without formation

I

these sites must be doubly occupied, creating high local lattice
I

strain,

hence a high positive

chemical potential.

forms, the excess D+ charge is

When a D* BBC

shared by all

periodically

I

equivalent sites in the crystal, avoiding local lattice strain.
I

Hence the Dt BBCshould be thermodynamically
BBC fusion
I3*

I

I

favored.

I

reactions

Nuclear reactions

from a DABBCstate in a crystal

lattice

the
state,
are possible because, from such an initial
electrostatic barrier problem of free space nuclear interaction
may be eliminated.

screening

Fusion is a result

by the lattice

of three D+BBC properties:

forc <c 1, the resulting

large zero

I

I

point motions associated with this screening, and the multiple
I

I

I

bosonoccupation of single lattice sites.

refers to
BBC-D+
(Here

the ul ions that have become part of the BBO, andi does not include
Henceforth 13+shall
Do ions which are part of the host lattice.
The large zero
refer to BBC-D@ unless otherwise indicated.)

pointmotion spreadsout the D+charge dens-ity within

a unfit cell.

The resultant reduction in the self-interaction associated with
multiple occupation virtual states increases the time constant
L
had for nucler
ineractionI relative to
for electrostuatic
interaction, leading to a separability of interaction modes, as
Since each Kt BBC ion "sees" an
discussed further below.

I

I

I

I

I

a given site is derived from a superposition of different Bloch
symmetric eigenstates. The associated density at a given site

I

can be viewed as either a supernni

n

of nrn-sct~innnry,

I

Wannier state densities, each of which is localized primarily

I

I

2

I
II

around an individual site, or as a superposition of time
independent Bloch state densities, each of which extends
In the evaluation of the transition
throughout the lattice.
'matrix element associated with fusion, the initial state wave
functions and fusion-inducing changes in the potential result
from non-number conserving, many-body fluctuations associated
with multiple occupation of Wannier states at a given site. Site
multiple occupation causes deuteron wave functions to overlap,
inducing fusion.
BBC formation using bosons which interact only with the lattice
We first consider a BBC formed from mutually-non-interacting
bosons. These bosons interact only with a host metal lattice and
its itinerant electron population. Boson-boson interactions are
ignored.
We consider the case of the NB bosons distributed within a
crystal containing NL host unit cells. It is assumed that the
bosons reside in potential wells within the unit cell of the host
metal. Fractional charge is allowed at each site so that the
potential provided by the lattice is periodic over a large enough
scale that Bloch
functions SBLt(k,r)
tBloch(k,r+R)

The

=

functions apply. The single particle wave
for the ideal lattice have the property

(l)

,

VBIOCh(k,r) exp(ikR)

fluctuation properties are shown by expanding in terms of

Wannier functions
NL
tBIOch(k,r)

exp(-e(k)t/A)

=

(l/NL)E2 S

s=l

.(r,t)

exp(ik-.)

,

(2)

e(k) is the band
where R and R, are Bravais lattice vectors,
Each is is a
energy of VBlocbI and k is the crystal momentum.
Wannier state, which, in the harmonic approximation, is suitably
approximated at t=O by the ground state wave function of a

3

parabolic well,
str)

2 )3 '4
(2/ira

=

exp(- r4z/a2)

(3)

,

where rS = r- 8,) and a is the classical turning point of the well.
The many body wave function associated with the occupation
NB
of N. band states (denoted by eigenvalues e.) possessing
coordinate dependencies r is given by

V(pr)

=

(1/N

B!)

2

I I +

Bloch

(4)

(kp, rm)

{rm) m=l

where the sum over {rmj includes interchange of each coordinate
r, with

the

remaining

suitably

Bose

symmetric.

N3 -l

coordinates,

Substituting

ensuring

that

V

is

Eq. 2 into Eq. 4, we find

that
= (1/N!1)'

2

S (l/NL)

{r.)

In the bracketed
exist

subsets

of

(

l

*turs)

m=ls=l

exp(i3k%-) ) .

(5)

product of summed terms in Eq. 5 there
of m
terms containing multiple values

contributing to fixed site s Wannier functions 45 (rj3. All terms
for which n values of m contribute to any of the btro) correspond
to n-fold occupation of the lattice site s.

For large N., small

c, and small occupation number n there exist (NL)RB &/n! terms
corresponding to n-fold occupations by distinguishable bosons.
For indistinguishable bosons, these terms become nI-degenerate
due to the equivalence of n! permutations of the coordinate
dependencies in each of these terms. Thus there are (NY)N & terms
corresponding to n-fold occupations by indistinguishable bosons.
For

notational

purposes,

we

regroup

4

terms

in

Eq.

5

that

The corresponding
correspond to different n-fold occupations.
collection of terms we designate as 0 (n,k,,r). Thus
NB

'2Z(cZr)

=

S
n=1

(n,

r)

In the next section we will be concerned with 4-fold occupations,
which we call auad-bosons.

Nuclear reactions
We now consider the properties of

Dt

BBC bosons and the

nuclear interactions that are implied by selfinteraction. As discussed in the next section, the magnitude of
the electrostatic self-interaction Ve'Oc is reduced dramatically
As a consequence, nuclear self-interaction
within a solid.
resulting

provides the dominant, non-number conserving form of interaction
at one or a set of lattice sites.

A further consequence of the

reduction of velec involves an uncoupling of the motion of the
center of mass (ram) from variations in the proton-neutron
senaration (r__) in each single particle D+ wave function 4'u
through the separability condition,

*deut =

L.ec(rcm)

Anuc (rn-p)

varies on the length scale of the electrostatic
Here, #aiecCrc)
over
interaction, while the snatial variation of iLf rp) occurs
the

range of the strong interaction. The initial state D+ BBC
component becomes occupied when sufficient numbers of D+ ions
become indistinguishable on the length scale of the electrostatic
interaction and the associated single particle wave

(r') approach the single particle
hb uscedtn ris:zerih
5, then, maTyr

states
'BELoch

thapmanv-hnod A1

functions

of Eq. 2.
sntrnstrti

Eq.
wave

function for the D+ BBC initial state, with the understanding that
each Wannier
state 06(r,) is multiplied by a site independent
which depends only on the value of
nuclear wave function A
r,- and not on the location within the lattice of the deuteron.
Bounds on the probability of nuclear self-interaction then can be

5

obtained from the absolute square of the integral of the multiply
occupied initial state product, t8(r1) ....0(rJ),
6
multiplied by a
5
more compactly distributed product of final state wave functions
in which all of the final electrostatic boson functions fall
within the nuclear force range r,,,.
From the "bosons in and
bosons out" selection rule of ref. 1, we are led to explore a
reaction in which four initial state Wannier functions coalesce

over a volume VnC = 4/3 f r.,

forming

an eight fermion"nuclear

bag" state analogous to a free space excited 8 Bet nucleus.
Symbolically we will refer to this coalescence reaction as

*(4,%, r)
where

dG(4 3kpIrfUC)EBlOCh

(6)

,

e(4,k
3 ,rnue) represents

the

"nuclear
bag-like"
configuration. This reaction is the first step in the fusion
reaction
t
4DrlOch

-

8Be*axOch

-

2 iHe

(7)

We calculate the reaction rate from the Fermi Golden Rule7 ,

Ai = 2r/!i
where

S <iIVIf> cf>VIi> &(E-Ef)

li> denotes this initalD u

BBC state.

,

(B)

The sum is over

final states If>, where

If> =(l/NB!)" 2

N2

NI3/2

Z
1 (1/Nj)
{rm) m=5

NL

Z

j 5(rj)

exp(ikyR.)

s=1

t(rj) *(r 2 ) 4(r 3 ) #(r 4 )
(9)

where

4

'd is

a compact

"defect"

site rf.,i.where fusion takes

function, centered at the single
place and has spatial variation in

its center of mass coordinate only over the range rasp Also Ai=
h/(2r), where h is the Planck constant,

6

I

A

and &(E.-E.) is the 6-

I

function in which E1 is the initial total energy and Ef is the
final energy. The 6-function guarantees conservation of energy
between initial and final states. The operator V refers to the

nuclear

self-interactionpotential.

To establish a lower bound on the required BBC concentration
associated with the observed heatingz, we treat the square well
self-interaction nuclear potential case, in which an isolated
square well is defined by an upward shift in kinetic energy To of
each D+ ion over the characteristic nuclear dimension rnuc near
resin. The volume of the well is derived from rnuc- 9.1 x lo
cm, appropriate for a mass 8 nucleus. This is equivalent to
immediate dissipation of a-particle product energy in the
the region where interaction takes
reversed reaction within
place. Consistent with these approximations we replace the eight
body nucleon problem associated with the four defect functions
with a single body problem in which the four initial and final
state electrostatic functions are replaced by a single initial
and final state wave packet, whose characteristic size is
determined by the characteristic length scale of the center of
mass motion of initial and final states. This is equivalent to
transfering all nuclear energy directly into alpha particle
motion and treating all nucleons with an independent nucleon
Also, consistent with this choice of model, the final
model.
density of states p(E) = dn/dE is

pf (0)

I / (gnus)

2 ), m is the deuteron mass, and E =/(mBR%.C
is the energy level of the BBC deuteron band in the lattice. We
choose vanishing values for all wave-vectors k in Eq. 5 since the
temperature.
case of an isolated perturbation applies to low

where wnu. = (3A/2)

For initial and final states, we use wave packet forms
Olpacket,i

~= ( 2/ (7ra2)) 314

exp (-r2/a

17

(p3/kst2
(3/(2rR;,
7= 2) 3/4exp(-3r2 /4R.. 2 )

="'

Opacoket, f

measured from

where r is

the center of boson mass in each unit

cell and R. = (3/4X t

)V,,

O(J) = (16/3) "

The overlap integral O(J) is
1/2

and
i

s(16/3)3/22,rV0 2i/I 2m2R, C 2/(3W)

=

Vnuc/Vhp

C

(10)

.

In the calculation 0(J) receives contributions from each unit

Using the heat release associated with

cell in the crystal.
reaction

(7) for the magnitude of the perturbation Va= 47.6 MeV,

we obtain

a lower bound for

c = 2.8 x 10-7 for a volumetric

3 , as observed in ref (2).
density output £V0/Vo
6, = 10 Wlcfm

power

(V~jt,

is the unit cell volumeof Pd.)
Electrostatic self-interaction (the coulombbarrier)
Inclusion of the D+-@Delectrostatic interaction affects

the

BBC by introducing a many-body interaction that could affect the
The band picture
band picture from which the BBC is derived.
remains valid provided that each 62 (within or outside the BBC)
remains well-screened.

However, a breakdown of the application

for describing nuclear behavior occurs when
of the band picture
the timescale T71C associated with electrostatic self-interaction

to the
for multiply occupied Wannier states becomescomparable
timescale

associated with

difference between

r"

nuclear

self-interaction

rn.

The

and r"s (= the inverse of the nuclear

reaction rate) determines whether or not the electrostatic and
nuclear

interactions

appropriateness
interacting

of

boson

are separable, and thereby determines the
the form assumed for each mutually-nonwave

function

in

the

calculation, described in the last section.

8

nuclear

reaction

Each n-fold occupation component of the BBC is a single
entity whose particle character is evident only through the
existence of virtual states as described by the Wannier
functions. The virtual states describe a transient occupation of
a unit cell by an integer number of deuterons. The'lifetime of
Lillen--f
o...multiple
occupation
4- ti4 ual stave i4 dete
Armined
byl the
self-interaction energy AEn, except for

the single occupation

state. Since the BBC is in thermodynamic equilibrium with nonBBC
BBC deuterium in the lattice, E,1 must be small, otherwise
is the difference in self
states would not be occupied. AE2
interaction between single and double occupation of a unit cell,
4 ^-n
in
TCr7a 9F,+
.. s_
A.
T nv n E
n I
evaluated
can
aitti

i.4a±1 .LJt

% Ua

-A

Ae

_

_a

v

&

L.O1
C L. yiA

YVaoi1L.Lt
(

tLI

Q.L

=X
wa

V

x|D

m
.8.Wantt.~.LS

defined by Eq. 3:

AE2

=

3/2 e2

j Ji.JrJ!
j L(rLLL2

d3r d3r'

Jr-r'

I

Using a = 0.5 Bohr, we find AE2 =

V.-¶
mI -eV
±L

5.1

LL0t1LALL

--r4.ndn
Il anck
raL.

x 10-17 s and r"Iec

J..r

(11)

.

Similarly AE4

81.6 eV.

fe4-Aes -11ec- hmLI r

14a .L
.LJ

L..L

= 1.0 x 10'

&LI=D

s.

1

-n

IL

I IJfAel

=

408

C4=
2

These electrostatically

determined lifetimes comparewith the Planck time r"'4 = h/v, lo022 s, associated with self-induced nuclear interaction that
results

from

distinguishable

quadruple

occupation

(as

by

four

deuteron wave functions which

single particle

V JL±AALL=)
coa±bc.. wA. 6L..L±1 a&
COJLULLU1l 11tUL.±CLJ
nucea voum)
a co4-.o
coalc

*

in electrostatic

modeled

and nuclear lifetimes

±
L
QJ
L=A.LLJ..CJ"ihi C1 ce
Tearedfen.

justifies

the Born-

used in the last section,
Od,,t
form for
Oppenheimer separable
which leads to an uncoupling of the nuclear and electrostatic
degrees of freedom. The reduction in charge density caused by D4

harmonic motion inside the unit cell thus reduces AEeiectrostatoc by
is
wII
L
spaLe
volume
Lev
five
orders of magnilftude LrUmIL its
comparable to AE,,c.

interaction,

the free

If it were not for the dominance of lattice

space

interaction energy would apply, Born-

Oppenheimer separability would not apply,
prevented.

9

and fusion would be

PdD
The last section describes a D+ BBC volumetric nuclear selfinteraction that is calculable using the Bloch eigenstates of the
The
system and that approximately conserves crystal momentum.
reactions do not refer to any particular value of x. However,
the most favorable condition for D@ BBC formation is x-1. Under
in

1? BBC Interactions

I

I

these conditions interaction of the BBC with non-BBC D1 may be
possible. The applicable reactions would be

I

I

I

I

I

(12a)

LiBjoch

3 D)BLQCh *

SLi*virtuai +

-

8
'Be

-

of a c4 dependence, namely
Pt

=

( 1 6 /J)

f I 21rV0 2/1

3

2mBRUUC2 /(3h2 )

V.C/V,,

release might

c

*

(13)

could

reactions

D7"3sjce
4

be of the Iorm

He*virtual + D

4T'Y-**

nt;

I

(14a)

4He%,....

4He**+ 5D Cat

(14b)

-T
raa
'-'sBeat
r

i 1- AN,

+ D,
0

(14d)

Ad
.4"-*
-,
In

r Lj

+ D4He'*--*

4 He

^

I

I

I

be by successive

nuclear interaction scattering reactions with non-BBCD+. These

I

I

(12b)

.

The maximum rate for this reaction chain would have the same form
as that of Eq. 7, but with a c3 concentration dependence instead

An alternate mode of energy

I

2 alpha

I

I

I

I

I
bag states of lower total
and 4He** * are nuclear
energy than the D+ BBC and the D80 ,t are recoil scattered non-BBC
rteantinn 114Aa'becomes
fIAh) nnrcr
ranet-4n
flrOnce
AAe.ern,.
- -_
may be th
t
R
d
&LL
.
L.kaLLy.
eAre..
(14) may be the most favorable
Reactions
blocked.
energetically
where 4He
I

I

I

I

10

I
II

Coupling between the chemically bonded D and the
mode of decay.
lattice could result in momentum transfer to the lattice as a

whole.

The result

could be heat release

withoutany highenergy

particle generation.

(a) Permanent address:

Bendix Field Engineering Corp., Oxon Hill,

MD 20745
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